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Cream skimming: Theory and evidence from hospital transfers and capacity utilization

Abstract

The paper examines hospital transfers of patients and use capacity utilization to identify
cream skimming behavior in a mixed hospital system where public and private hospitals
coexist. It contributes to the literature by proposing an approach of using capacity
utilization to identify cream skimming. We develop a theoretical model to show that,
as capacity utilization rises, a profit maximizing hospital will engage in patient selection
by transferring ‘hard’ patients — those with more severe or complex conditions —
to free up capacity to accommodate ‘easy’ patients who have less severe or complex
conditions. Given finite capacity, a forward-looking welfare maximizing public hospital
will also transfer hard patients as its capacity utilization rises. However, public hospitals
are strictly less likely to transfer patients than profit-motivated private hospitals. The
theoretical model produces several empirically testable implications which are tested
using hospital administrative data from the state of Victoria, Australia. The analysis is
performed at two levels of aggregation: the hospital and individual levels. The empirical
evidence lends support to the theoretical predictions about cream skimming behavior.

Keywords: Cream skimming; Hospital transfers; Capacity utilization; Private and public
hospitals.
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1 Introduction

The proliferation of prospective payment arrangements, and more recently bundled pay-

ment models, has highlighted issues surrounding cream skimming or cherry picking,

whereby providers maximize financial gains by selecting patients with the best risks. In-

centives for this behavior arises when providers are reimbursed a fixed and predetermined

amount for care services through diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) payments. Providers

stand to reap financial gains by selectively treating patients with lower than average

cost within a DRG (Ellis 1998). A number of risk adjustment mechanisms have been

developed to reduce the incentive to cream skim (Glazer and McGuire 2000; Wynand

et al. 2000). More recently, under bundled payments, risk adjustment models are pro-

posed to differentiate patients and procedures according to their expected outcomes and

financial risks (McLawhorn et al. 2018). However, no risk adjustment model is perfect.

Accounting for cream skimming is therefore an important consideration in the design of

payment models.

There are few systematic studies identifying and testing cream skimming behavior. A

key hurdle is the observational equivalence between cream skimming and non-cream

skimming behavior (Cheng et al. 2015). Providers engaging in cream skimming often

claim that they act on the best interest of patients. A provider who refuses to admit

a critically ill patient, for example, may claim that the patient would be better served

elsewhere at another, better equipped or better staffed, facility.

This paper examines cream skimming by hospitals in the context of the mixed public-

private hospital system of Australia. We examine the decision of hospitals in transferring

patients and propose a novel approach to identify cream skimming by linking the likeli-

hood of transfers with a hospital’s capacity utilization. We develop a theoretical model

to show that a profit maximizing hospital will engage in patient selection by transferring

‘hard’ patients — those with more severe or complex conditions — to free up capacity

to accommodate ‘easy’ patients who have less severe or complex conditions. Given finite
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capacity, the hospital is more likely to transfer hard patients as capacity utilization rises.

Although not-for-profit public hospitals do not engage in selecting patients for finan-

cial gains, a forward-looking welfare maximizing public hospital will still transfer hard

patients as its capacity utilization rises. However, the likelihood of this occurring is

strictly dominated by the likelihood of profit-motivated private hospitals transferring

hard patients. That is, public hospitals are strictly less likely to transfer patients than

profit-motivated private hospitals. This result is key in identifying cream skimming in

our context.

Our theoretical model presents several empirically testable implications which we ex-

amine using hospital administrative data from the state of Victoria, Australia. First,

complex patients are more likely to be transferred than non-complex patients as capac-

ity utilization rises, and this is true for patients in both public and private hospitals.

Second, private hospitals are more likely to transfer complex patients than public hos-

pitals. We implement the empirical analysis at two levels of aggregation: A hospital

level analysis on the number and proportion of transfers of high complexity patients

(relative to non-complex patients), and a patient level examination on the probability of

transfers versus discharge of high complexity patients relative to non-complex patients.

The empirical findings lend support to the theoretical predictions of cream skimming,

and the evidence from the hospital level analysis is especially strong.

Our study contributes to the theoretical and empirical literature on cream skimming in

health care. First, it adds to previous work on payment systems and incentives for cream

skimming (Ellis 1998; Barros 2003; Benson 2017). A novel aspect lies in linking cream

skimming to capacity utilization, thus providing an empirical approach for identifying

cream skimming. To our knowledge, our study is the first inquiry identifying how cream

skimming is influenced by capacity utilisation and the case complexity of patients.

Second, our study contributes to the empirical literature of cream skimming by health

care providers, for which the body of evidence is relatively scant. Existing studies
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show that changes in remuneration systems can create incentives for cream-skimming,

and that incentives vary with ownership types depending on the extent hospitals can

appropriate profit. For example, Duggan (2000) examines a policy change that provided

financial incentives for hospitals to treat low income patients in California and finds that

both private-for-profit and not-for-profit hospitals cream-skimmed profitable patients,

leaving unprofitable ones to public hospitals. Brown et al. (2014) find that while the

introduction of risk-adjusted payments led to Medicare Advantage (MA) plans to enroll

individuals with high risk scores, these plans selected individuals who have low costs

conditional on their risk scores.

Outside of the US, the introduction of DRG-based activity-based funding in Norway,

where reimbursement within a DRG is fixed regardless of whether patients receive same-

day or overnight treatment, led to hospitals prioritising patients with the shortest length

of stay and lowest costs (Martinussen and Hagen 2009). In Italy, where hospitals are

reimbursed through a prospective payment system, Berta et al. (2010) finds that private

hospitals cream skim at a much higher intensity compared with public or not-for-profit

hospitals. In an empirical study of cream skimming behavior of hospitals in Australia,

Cheng et al. (2015) find that patients with severe conditions are more likely to be

transferred from private to public hospitals and have higher length of stay and overall

costs. However, as remarked earlier, empirically identifying cream skimming is difficult

since it is observationally equivalent to providers acting, or claiming to act, on the best

interest of patients.

Our work resonates with a recent study on the long-term care market in the US by

Hackmann and Pohl (2018), who find that nursing homes are more likely to discharge

Medicaid residents into community care when their occupancy rates are high so as

to admit more profitable new residents paying the higher private rate. Their work,

developed independently from ours, adopts a different modelling approach by examining

endogenous discharges of a relatively homogeneous population of nursing home care

residents, whereas we examine endogenous transfers of heterogenous patients of different
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case complexity. A distinguishing feature of our model is that providers endogenize the

effect of current transfers on future capacity utilization. As a result, we show that a

welfare-maximizing public hospital would also transfer complex patients to optimize the

use of limited capacity.

Our findings have implications for policies encouraging greater private sector participa-

tion in health care markets and related market-driven reforms such as those implemented

in the UK (Barros and Siciliani 2012; Cooper et al. 2018). Our results also highlight

the importance of allowing for cream skimming in designing payment models, e.g., the

use of financial incentives and risk sharing in value-based payment schemes (Eijkenaar

2013; Scott et al. 2018), and on attempts to increase market transparency by publiciz-

ing hospital performance via public performance reporting mechanisms (Dranove et al.

2003; Dranove and Jin 2010; Chen and Meinecke 2012; Mak 2017).

2 The Model

We set up a simple model to illustrate how a hospital can optimize the use of its limited

capacity through transferring patients. In each period, patients arrive at the hospital for

treatment. Once a patient is admitted by the hospital, she faces a discharge probability

of θ each period. When she is discharged, the hospital receives a profit π. We assume

that there are two types of patients, ‘easy’ patients (denoted by subscript e) and ‘hard’

patients (denoted by subscript h). We assume that θe > θh and πe ≥ πh, that is, easy

patients have a higher discharge probability each period and entail a (weakly) higher

profit than hard patients. While it is more reasonable to assume πe > πh, we will discuss

the special case of πe = πh later. The assumption on discharge probability implies that

easy patients have lower average length of stay than hard patients.

Suppose the hospital faces an infinite horizon. Let zet and zht denote the number of

respectively easy and hard patients arriving at the hospital in period t. Both zet and zht

are random and unknown prior to period t. Let xet and xht denote the stock of respectively
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easy and hard patients in the hospital at the beginning of period t. For simplicity, we

abstract from capacity and transfer considerations for now and will introduce them

later. Without capacity constraints, all patients arriving at the hospital are admitted

and treated. The stock of patients evolves according to the following laws of motion:

xet+1 = (1− θe)xet + zet+1,

xht+1 = (1− θh)xht + zht+1.

The stock of patients next period is the sum of undischarged patients this period and

the new patients who arrive next period. The profit function of the hospital in period t

is:

Π(xet , x
h
t ) = πeθexet + πhθhxht . (1)

Denote the mean number of arrivals of easy and hard patients by E(zet ) = z̄e and

E(zht ) = z̄h. Using the laws of motion, it is straightforward to show that the steady-

state stock of easy and hard patients are respectively x̄e = z̄e

θe
and x̄h = z̄h

θh
. Therefore,

the steady-state profit is πeθex̄e + πhθhx̄h = πez̄e + πhz̄h.

We now introduce capacity and endogenous transfers in the hospital’s dynamic optimiza-

tion problem. Suppose the hospital has a finite capacity limit K per period in serving

the total stock of patients, xt:

xt = xet + xht ≤ K.

In each period t, the hospital decides the optimal number of hard patients to be trans-

ferred, nht , given the existing stock of easy and hard patients, xet and xht . Transferring

patients entails an immediate cost C(nht ), a twice-differentiable, increasing and convex

function in nht . Transferring hard patients will free up the capacity and reduce the stock

of hard patients next period; in certain cases, it will increase the stock of easy patients

next period (discussed below). The hospital chooses nht to maximize the sum of the

current net profit and the expected discounted stream of net profits in the future.

The laws of motion are more complicated in the presence of the capacity constraint.

Let x̃t = (1− θe)xet + (1− θh)xht denote the total stock of undischarged patients at the
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beginning of period t prior to the transfer of hard patients in period t and the arrival of

new patients in period t+ 1. The hospital cannot admit all new patients when the total

number of new patient arrivals, zt+1 := zet+1 + zht+1, exceed the remaining capacity, that

is, zt+1 > K− (x̃t−nht ). In this case, we assume that the hospital rations the admissions

via randomization within the pool of all new arrivals (e.g., patient type is not revealed

prior to admission) to fill all the remaining capacity.1 The admission rule is:

z̃et+1 =

{
zet+1

zt+1
(K − x̃t + nht ) if zt+1 > K − x̃t + nht ,

zet+1 otherwise.
(2)

z̃ht+1 =

{
zht+1

zt+1
(K − x̃t + nht ) if zt+1 > K − x̃t + nht ,

zht+1 otherwise.
(3)

The laws of motion are:

xet+1 = (1− θe)xet + z̃et+1, (4)

xht+1 = (1− θh)xht + z̃ht+1 − nht , (5)

The hospital’s (net) profit function is:

Π(xet , x
h
t ) = πeθexet + πhθhxht − C(nht ). (6)

The Bellman equation for the profit maximization problem is:

V (xet , x
h
t ) = max

xht ≥nh
t ≥0

(
πeθexet + πhθhxht − C(nht ) + β

∫ ∫
zet+1,z

h
t+1

V (xet+1, x
h
t+1)dF (zet+1, z

h
t+1)

)
,

(7)

subject to the laws of motion (4)–(5). Given the current stocks of patients, the hospital

chooses the optimal number of transfer of hard patients, nh∗t , such that it maximizes the

sum of current net profit and the discounted expected value in the future, with discount

factor β. The solution is obtained by the following first order condition:

− dC
dnht

+ β
dEV

dnht
= 0, (8)

1Under the law of large numbers,
ze
t

zt
of the admitted patients will belong to the easy type and

zh
t

zt
will belong to the hard type. We assume that this holds true for any zt.
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where EV :=
∫ ∫

zet+1,z
h
t+1
V (xet+1, x

h
t+1)dF (zet+1, z

h
t+1) is the expected value function and

strict equality holds when xht > nh∗t > 0. The marginal expected future value can be

rewritten as:

dEV

dnht
= E(

∂V (xet+1, x
h
t+1)

∂xht+1

∂xht+1

∂nht
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0

+E(
V (xet+1, x

h
t+1)

∂xet+1

∂xet+1

∂nht
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

. (9)

To simplify the discussion, suppose
zet
zt

= pe and
zht
zt

= ph, where 0 < pe, ph < 1 are

constants such that pe + ph = 1. This simplifies the computation of EV as the only

shock that needs to be integrated out is z.

Assumptions. For clarity, we list the assumptions as follows:

(A1) θe > θh: easy patients have a higher probability of discharge than hard patients.

(A2) πe ≥ πh: easy patients entail a higher profit than hard patients.

(A3) The cost function C(nht ) is a twice-differentiable, increasing and convex function

in nht . In addition, C(0) = 0.

(A4) The total number of patient arrivals, z, follows a twice-differentiable cumulative

distribution function F (z), which has continuous support over R≥0.

(A5) The number of easy and hard patient arrivals are constant proportions of z:
zet
zt

= pe

and
zht
zt

= ph, where 0 < pe, ph < 1 are constants such that pe + ph = 1.

We have the following convenient result (All proofs are collected in Appendix A):

Lemma 1 Suppose assumption A5 holds. If zt+1 > K − x̃t + nht , then
∂xht+1

∂nh
t

= −pe and
∂xet+1

∂nh
t

= pe; otherwise,
∂xht+1

∂nh
t

= −1 and
∂xet+1

∂nh
t

= 0.

Therefore, transferring hard patients today increases the stock of easy patients next

period only when too many patients arrive relative to the remaining capacity (i.e., the

hospital is at full capacity next period).
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Define A(nht ;x
e
t , x

h
t ) := {zt+1|zt+1 > K − x̃t + nht }, that is, A(nht ;x

e
t , x

h
t ) represents the

case in which the hospital is at full capacity in period t + 1. By Lemma 1, we can
rearrange (9) as follows:

dEV

dnht
=

∫
zt+1∈A(nh

t )

(
∂V

∂xht+1

(−pe) +
∂V

∂xet+1

pe

)
dF (zt+1)+

∫
zt+1 /∈A(nh

t )

(
∂V

∂xht+1

(−1) +
∂V

∂xet+1

(0)

)
dF (zt+1)

= pe
∫
zt+1∈A(nh

t )

(
∂V

∂xet+1

− ∂V

∂xht+1

)
dF (zt+1)−

∫
zt+1 /∈A(nh

t )

∂V

∂xht+1

dF (zt+1), (10)

The magnitude of dEV
dnh

t
depends on the expected gain when the hospital is at full capacity

next period (the first term on r.h.s.) versus the expected loss otherwise (the second

term on r.h.s.).2 Importantly, we have ∂A
∂nh

t
≤ 0 by the definition of A(nht ;x

e
t , x

h
t ), i.e.,

transferring more patients today will reduce the probability that the hospital is at full

capacity next period. Therefore, dEV
dnh

t
decreases as nht increases, or d2EV

d(nh
t )2

< 0.

Proposition 1 Suppose Assumptions A1 to A5 hold. Then there exists a unique solu-

tion nh∗t to the profit maximization problem in (7).

Remark 1 Although the model does not feature transfers of easy patients, the hospital

will never endogenously transfer any easy patients even if this feature exists. According

to (10), the sole benefit of transferring hard patients now is that it may free up future

capacity which increases the proportion of easy patients. This benefit has to be large

enough to override the forgone profit that could accrue from the transferred hard patients.

Using a similar logic, transferring easy patients now may free up future capacity which

increases the proportion of hard patients; this has no benefit at all because hard patients

entail lower profits than easy patients, all else being equal. Thus the hospital will never

make endogenous transfers of easy patients.

2Due to the linear profit function in (6), it follows that V (.) is a linear function of xe and xh, and
∂V
∂xe > ∂V

∂xh .
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Remark 2 The model can be easily extended to incorporate exogenous transfers of easy

(and hard) patients, which reflect the technology of the hospital. To illustrate, let se ≥ 0

and sh ≥ 0 be the exogenous transfer probabilities of easy and hard patients, respectively.

Then, the stock of patients will evolve according to xet+1 = (1 − θe − se)xet + zet+1 and

xht+1 = (1 − θh − sh)xht + zht+1, while the profit function will remain unchanged. The

number of transfers of easy patients is sexet . The number of transfers of hard patients is

shxht plus an endogenously determined amount given by the solution of the reformulated

dynamic optimization problem.

We next derive the comparative statics. Given a fixed capacity limit K, as the stock

of patients (xt) increase, available capacity becomes smaller, i.e., capacity utilization

becomes higher. We will use the term capacity utilization and the stock of patients

synonymously. The following result shows that, in the interior solution, the optimal

transfer of hard patients, nh∗t , is strictly increasing as capacity utilization rises.

Proposition 2 Suppose Assumptions A1 to A5 hold. Then
dnh∗

t

dxt
,
dnh∗

t

dxht
,
dnh∗

t

dxet
≥ 0 and, in

addition,
dnh∗

t

dxt
,
dnh∗

t

dxht
,
dnh∗

t

dxet
> 0 where

dnh∗
t

dxht
>

dnh∗
t

dxet
when nh∗t is an interior solution, i.e.,

xht > nh∗t > 0.

Although the discussions so far have focused on the behavior of hospitals motivated

by profits, the profit function can also be interpreted as a social welfare function in a

specific sense, in which case the model is able to make predictions about the behavior

of public hospitals, albeit endowed with the specific social welfare function.3

One parametrization of particular interest is

Πb(xet , x
h
t ) = πb(θexet + θhxht ),

3Many alternative models of public hospital behavior are possible, but these are outside the scope
of this paper. Note that if public hospitals are myopic, in our model the transfer of hard patients in
public hospitals will not be associated with the stock of patients.
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where πb represents the amount of social welfare generated by each discharged patient.

In this parametrization all patients, whether easy or hard, are assigned the same weight,

πb, in the welfare function.

The following corollary summarizes the behavior of private and public hospitals:

Corollary 1 Suppose Assumptions A1 to A5 hold. Consider a private hospital (v)

with profit function Πv(xet , x
h
t ) = πeθexet + πhθhxht where πe > πh, and a public hospital

(b) with social welfare function Πb(xet , x
h
t ) = πb(θexet + θhxht ). Suppose both hospitals

are otherwise identical. Given the current stocks of patients (xt), let n
(v)h∗
t and n

(b)h∗
t

denote the optimal transfer of hard patients by the private hospital and public hospital,

respectively. We have the following results:

C1.1 The private hospital transfers more hard patients than the public hospital, all else

being equal: n
(v)h∗
t ≥ n

(b)h∗
t and, in particular, n

(v)h∗
t > n

(b)h∗
t when n

(b)h∗
t is an

interior solution, i.e., xht > n
(b)h∗
t > 0.

C1.2 Both the private and public hospitals increase transfers of hard patients when ca-

pacity utilization increases: Proposition 2 holds for both hospitals.

Remark 3 Although the public hospital assigns the same welfare weight to easy and hard

patients, it anticipates that keeping a hard patient will crowd out more easy patients next

period because hard patients stay in the hospital longer than easy patients (the “turnover”

incentive). To maximize the expected stream of social welfare, it will transfer more hard

patients as the capacity utilization increases. However, all else being equal, the public

hospital will transfer fewer hard patients than the private hospital due to the absence

of a profit motive. In this sense, we can distinguish cream skimming from non-cream

skimming behavior. Recall that cream skimming refers to hospitals selecting patients

and the selection is driven by profit motives. Even though our results suggest that both

the public and private hospitals select patients by transferring hard patients, the public

hospital’s behavior is non-cream skimming due to the absence of a profit motive.
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2.1 Empirical Implications

The following are the key empirical implications of the model. First, a forward-looking

hospital, whether it be motivated by profits or social welfare, will tend to transfer

patients with high complexity (i.e., hard patients) as capacity utilization increases. Thus,

the tendency to transfer complex patients as capacity utilization rises is necessary but

insufficient evidence for establishing cream skimming. Second, all else being equal, public

hospitals have weaker incentives to transfer complex patients than private hospitals, since

for public hospitals the turnover incentive still exists but the profit incentive is absent.

As capacity utilization rises, private hospitals engaging in cream skimming will tend to

transfer more complex patients than public hospitals. We translate these implications

into two testable hypotheses:

H1 Compared to non-complex patients, patients with higher complexity are more likely

to get transferred as capacity utilization rises. This is true for patients in both

public and private hospitals.

H2 Private hospitals are more likely to transfer high complexity patients (relative to

non-complex patients) than public hospitals, and this discrepancy increases with

capacity utilization, all else being equal.

3 Empirical Analysis

The Australian hospital system is a mixed system involving the coexistence of public

and private hospitals. Private hospitals comprise both for-profit and not-for-profit in-

stitutions, and are remunerated under prospectively determined per-episode payments.

The payments depend on patient casemix complexity and are negotiated directly be-

tween providers and insurers. Public hospitals are government-owned, managed, and

funded. A large proportion (more than 80 per cent) of public hospital revenue is gener-

ated through the DRG-based payment system. However, unlike private hospitals where

financial viability is paramount, public hospitals face a soft-budget constraint and the
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government may for political reasons intervene to provide additional funding if public

hospitals exhaust their budgets.

The empirical analysis is conducted at two levels of aggregation: hospital level and

individual patient level. For the hospital level analysis, admissions are aggregated up

to hospital level and on a weekly basis. We examine the aggregate transfer of complex

patients relative to non-complex patients each week and relate the transfers to the level of

capacity utilization for that week and hospital type (public or private hospitals). For the

disaggregate patient level analysis, we examine the probability of transfers of individual

patients given their characteristics, including their case complexity and patient type

(public or private patients), and the characteristics of hospitals, including their capacity

utilization levels. The analysis here is on the transfer versus discharge probabilities

of patients, and it offers a different perspective than the hospital level analysis, which

focuses on the frequency of transfers out of a hospital’s current stock of patients. The

two perspectives offer complimentary views but are not duplicates of each other.

A distinguishing feature of the Australian health care system that has a bearing on our

empirical analysis is the presence of private patients in public hospitals. Patients with

private hospital insurance in Australia can choose to be admitted into public hospitals as

private patients. Doing so reduces the waiting time for surgery, and also allows patients

to choose their doctors and enjoy better amenities (e.g., a private room). Public hospitals

do admit private patients and they derive higher revenue from private patients. In recent

years private patients account for about 15–20% of all admissions in public hospitals.

For the hospital level analysis, given that hospital type is the focus, we drop all private

patients in public hospitals when aggregating the admission data of public hospitals.

However, private patients were counted in measuring capacity utilization. For the patient

level analysis, the focus is on patient type, hence private patients in public hospitals are

included in the analysis.

For the empirical analysis, we derive a working definition of patient case complexity
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using the Charlson comorbidity index (Charlson et al. 1994; Sundararajan et al. 2004).

The index is based on a scoring system that ranges from zero to a theoretical maximum

of 30. The typical distribution is heavily right skewed with few patients scored above

6. We define three categories of patients based on the Charlson comorbidity index: c0,

c1 and c2, corresponding to patients with no, low and high complexity. The majority of

patients have a Charlson score of zero, i.e., no comorbidity, and are grouped under c0.

Patients with a Charlson score of 1 or 2 are low complexity and classified as c1. The

remaining are high complexity patients with a Charlson score of 3 or higher, and are

classified as c2. The focus of the analysis will be on patients with high complexity, c2,

v́ıs-a-v́ıs those with no complexity, c0.

Another key variable for the empirical analysis is capacity utilization. The theory pre-

dicts different transfer patterns as capacity utilization rises, but are silent on the exact

level of capacity utilization at which changes are expected to occur. We construct a

capacity utilization measure and examine its empirical distribution (see below); for con-

venience we define four discrete categories, representing utilization levels corresponding

to ‘below 80%,’ ‘80–90%,’ ‘90–95%,’ and ‘above 95%’ of capacity utilization.

3.1 Data and descriptive statistics

The data are extracted from the Victorian Admitted Episodes Dataset (VAED), a hos-

pital administrative database containing all hospital admission episodes, public and pri-

vate, in the state of Victoria, Australia. The database contains admission episode-level

data which include information on patient demographics such as age and gender, clinical

details such as relevant diagnoses and comorbidity, administrative details such as the

date of admission and discharge, and whether the patient was admitted as a private or

public patient. The data used for this study cover a twelve-year period from 2000/01 to

2011/12 and contain all admission episodes occurring in all hospitals in Victoria during

the period. In total there were 24.9 million admission episodes recorded in some 300

hospitals. Private patients account for about 40% of the admission episodes.
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For the purpose of our analysis, the following admission episodes are excluded: (i)

Admissions of patients with disease categorised in relatively rare DRGs (defined as DRGs

at three-digit level with fewer than 5,000 admission episodes for the entire twelve-year

period); (ii) admissions of patients residing in rural and remote areas, (iii) same-day

episodes. Admissions in DRGs with low admission counts are excluded since we aim

to study the pattern of transfers in common disease categories where private-sector

involvement is substantial. DRGs with few admission episodes often have low private

involvement and few transfer episodes. Transfers involving rural patients are likely

different from those involving urban patients, since rural patients are often transferred

to urban hospitals because their health care needs could not be met in rural hospitals

and the transfers are often made for medical reasons. Same-day admission episodes

are excluded because they are usually elective admissions for routine procedure such as

cataract removal. We exclude all same-day episodes whether they involve transfers or

not, so long as the entire episode from the initial admission to final discharge concluded

within the same day.

In addition to the above exclusion, we also remove patients who are neither public

nor private (e.g., Department of Veterans’ Affairs health card holders and Transport

Accident Commission claimants), episodes during which the patient died (hence with

no possibility of transfers), patients younger than 18 years or older than 100 years,

episodes involving chemotherapy, dialysis, or radiotherapy, and episodes with missing

fields required for the analysis. Lastly, for the convergence of the logistic estimation, we

also exclude hospitals with fewer than 10 transfers during the entire 12-year period.

After removing all excluded episodes, we end up with a sample of 4.8 million admission

episodes. The admission episodes were classified into 206 three-digit DRGs (out of a

total of 452 possible three-digit DRGs), and occurred in 149 hospitals, of which 58 are

private hospitals. The exclusion criteria removed more private hospitals because they

are typically smaller in size and more of them specialize in same-day episodes than public

hospitals.
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Hospital transfers are identified by the separation and admission dates in the data. A

patient is said to be transferred if she is separated from a hospital and admitted into

another hospital on the same day. Hospital capacity and its utilization are not observed

in our data. Capacity is often measured using physical infrastructure such as floor space

and number of beds. However, these measures are not meaningful for our purpose, since

we intend to measure capacity use at the time a patient is transferred. The measure

must capture any short-term, e.g., weekly, fluctuations in the hospital’s ability to deliver

services. In reality these short-term fluctuations will be closely related to factors such

as work shift arrangements and the number of doctors, nurses and allied health workers

available at a point in time. Since we have no information on weekly fluctuations in

workforce, we approximate hospital capacity using the maximum number of patients

a hospital is able to accommodate in a given week. It should be emphasized that the

computation of our capacity measure is done using all data before any exclusion criteria

are applied.

Let K∗ht denote the capacity (unobserved) of hospital h during period t. We assume that

K∗ht is constant during some time period t0 to t1, e.g., within a year. For a given week t,

we can observe the weekly utilization, denoted Uht, which is the stock of patients staying

in hospital h during week t. We calculate Uht as the number of patients admitted prior

to the week and remain in the hospital (i.e., not transferred, discharged or died) at the

end of the week, and patients admitted during the week whether separated during the

week or not. We next obtain the maximum weekly utilization during the entire period as

Umax
ht = max{Uh,t0 , . . . , Uh,t1}. We assume that the maximum observed weekly utilization

is some fraction of the true capacity during the period, i.e., Umax
ht = δK∗ht, where δ ∈ (0, 1].

For convenience, we express capacity utilization as a ratio: Vht = Uht/K
∗
ht = δUht/U

max
ht .

For the empirical implementation, δ is treated as a constant to be absorbed by the

regression coefficients, and henceforth we let Vht = Uht/U
max
ht .

Table 1 shows some descriptive statistics of selected variables. Out of the total 4.8

million episodes, 261,290 episodes (5.5 per cent) involve transfers. The average age of
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Mean Std dev Min Max

Transferred 0.055 0.227 0 1
Age 53.0 20.5 18 99
Male 0.398 0.490 0 1
Married 0.623 0.485 0 1
Private patient 0.396 0.489 0 1
Admitted via ED 0.412 0.492 0 1
Complexity category

No comorbidity (c0) 0.817 0.387 0 1
Low comorbidity (c1) 0.143 0.350 0 1
High comorbidity (c2) 0.041 0.197 0 1

Capacity utilization (V ) 0.877 0.099 0.002 1

No. admission episodes 4,785,415
No. hospitals 149

Additional variables used in the estimation include DRG dummies,
financial year dummies, month and day of separation dummies

patients in the sample was 53 years, and about 40 per cent were male patients. Private

patients accounted for nearly 40 per cent of the sample. In terms of case complexity, most

episodes (more than 80 per cent) were non-complex, 14.3 per cent had low complexity,

and only 4.1 per cent were with high complexity. The average capacity utilization rate

was 87.7 per cent. However, the distribution of capacity utilization was highly skewed,

as is evident from Figure 1. The median capacity utilization is at 90.2 per cent while

the 25th and 75th percentiles are respectively 84.0 and 94.3 per cent.

To allow for nonlinear effects of capacity utilization and potential nonlinear interac-

tions with patient complexity and hospital (or patient) type, we divide Vht into discrete

categories so that nonlinear effects can be reflected in the coefficients of the dummy

variables and the interaction terms. In the base model estimation we use a capacity uti-

lization variable with four discrete levels, denoted wht ∈ {w1, w2, w3, w4}, corresponding

to Vht ∈ (0, 0.80], Vht ∈ (0.80, 0.90], Vht ∈ (0.90, 0.95], Vht ∈ (0.95, 1.00]. As a robust-

ness check, we repeat the analysis using eight discrete utilization categories; results are

largely unchanged and are reported in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Weekly capacity utilization

3.2 Hospital level analysis

We begin by specifying the number of high complexity patients net of non-complex

patients transferred from hospital h during week t, Dht = nhht− neht, as a function of the

stock of high complexity patients, non-complex patients, and capacity utilization. In the

theoretical discussion hospitals do not transfer easy patients, although we remarked that

our results could be extended to allow for an exogenous transfer rate of easy (and hard)

patients (see Remark 2 above). In practice, the transfer of easy patients is not zero—

patients are transferred for many reasons, not all of which are initiated by hospitals.

Since more than 80% of the patients are non-complex, it is therefore necessary to consider

the magnitude of transfers of high complexity patients relative to that of non-complex

patients.

Assuming a linear form and letting xhh and xeh denote the stocks of high complexity and

non-complex patients (omitting time subscript), we write:

E[Dh | Xh] = α + β1wh + β2vh + β3vh × wh + β4x
h
h + β5x

e
h, (11)

where Xh = [wh, vh, x
h
h, x

e
h] is the vector of explanatory variables, vh = 1 if hospital h

is private, otherwise vh = 0 for public hospital. Note for public hospitals we exclude
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private patients admitted into public hospitals. Hypothesis H1 implies β1 > 0, and H2

implies β2 > 0 and β3 ≥ 0. In estimation we allow the effects of wh and vh × wh to be

nonlinear (see Section 3.1).

As an alternative to the number of patients transferred, we also examine the proportion

of patients transferred. Define the total number of separations from hospital, Qjt, as

the total number of discharges and transfers from hospital h during week t. Letting

dh = Dh/Qh, we specify an alternative to (11) as:

E[dh | Xh] = γ + δ1wh + δ2vh + δ3vh × wh + δ4x
h
h + δ5x

e
h. (12)

This equation specifies the proportion of high complexity patients (relative to the pro-

portion of non-complex patients) transferred as a function of hospital type and capacity

utilization.

The regressions are estimated using pooled OLS; hospital fixed effects estimation is

ruled out due to the inclusion of hospital type which is time invariant. The estimation

results are reported in Table 2. The unit of observations is hospital-week and in total

there are 77,883 observations. Of interest is the interaction between private hospital and

capacity utilization—both sets of coefficient estimates suggest that, compared to non-

complex patients, high complexity patients are more likely to be transferred as capacity

utilization rises, and they are more likely to be transferred from private rather than

public hospitals.

Using the estimated models, we compute average predicted values of the dependent

variables by varying the capacity utilization levels and separately for public and private

hospitals, while holding all other explanatory variables at their sample values. The

average marginal effects are obtained by taking the differences between the predicted

values. The results are shown in Figure 2. The confidence intervals in Figure 2(a) and

2(b) are obtained without clustering, while those in Figure 2(c) and 2(d) involve cluster

robust standard errors obtained via clustering by hospital. Unsurprisingly, clustering

increases standard errors and resulting in wider confidence intervals.
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Table 2: Hospital level regression results

Dep variable Dh dh
Coeff. p-val Coeff. p-val

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.4157 p <0.001 -0.0033 p <0.001

(0.0359) (0.0007)
w3 0.3820 p <0.001 -0.0012 0.166

(0.0439) (0.0009)
w4 0.3356 p <0.001 -0.0007 0.468

(0.0513) (0.0010)
Private Hospital 0.6441 p <0.001 0.0048 p <0.001

(0.0352) (0.0007)
Private×Capacity utilization (Ref: Public×w1)

Private×w2 0.1336 0.013 0.0063 p <0.001
(0.0539) (0.0011)

Private×w3 0.4947 p <0.001 0.0065 p <0.001
(0.0700) (0.0014)

Private×w4 0.6219 p <0.001 0.0071 p <0.001
(0.0866) (0.0017)

Total non-complex patients (c0)# -2.7501 p <0.001 -0.0080 p <0.001
(0.0147) (0.0003)

Total high complexity patients (c2)# 0.1448 p <0.001 0.0025 p <0.001
(0.0103) (0.0002)

Constant 0.6807 p <0.001 -0.0112 p <0.001
(0.0422) (0.0008)

No. of observations 77,883 77,883
No. of hospitals 149 149
Adjusted R2 0.503 0.021

#Variable re-scaled by dividing by sample mean.
Dh denotes difference in number of high complexity relative to non-complex patients transferred.
dh denotes difference in proportion of high complexity relative to non-complex patients transferred.
Included in the regressions but not shown are year dummies.
Figures in parentheses are standard errors.

The figures reveal sharp distinctions between public and private hospitals as capacity

utilization rises. First, private hospitals transferred greater number and proportion of

high complexity patients (relative to non-complex patients) than public hospitals. Sec-

ond, the number and proportion of transfers of high complexity patients from private

hospitals increase monotonically as capacity utilization rises. Third, the number and pro-

portion of transfers of high complexity patients from public hospitals appear unchanged

as capacity utilization rises. In short, comparing private and public hospitals, rising
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(a) Dep var: Dh, no clustering (b) Dep var: dh, no clustering

(c) Dep var: Dh, clustering by hospital (d) Dep var: dh, clustering by hospital

Note: Dh denotes difference in number of high complexity relative to non-complex patients transferred;
dh denotes difference in proportion of high complexity relative to non-complex patients transferred.

Figure 2: Average predicted outcomes, public versus private hospitals
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capacity utilization has a greater impact on the transfer of high complexity patients

from private hospitals. The empirical results therefore lend support to the theoretical

predictions H1 and H2.

The hospital level analysis does not account for individual patient characteristics. We

next examine the probability of a patient getting transferred conditional on his or her

characteristics and the characteristics of the transferring hospital. The focus is on the in-

teraction between patient complexity, patient type and levels of capacity utilization. As

emphasized before, given that public hospitals in Australia also admit private patients,

it is natural to focus the analysis on patient type rather than hospital type.

3.3 Patient level analysis

For a patient i admitted to hospital h, two outcomes are possible: the patient is either

discharged or transferred.4 We postulate that the probability of transfer of patient i from

hospital h depends on the characteristics of the patient and the transferring hospital.

Let Tih be a binary variable denoting transfer if Tih = 1, otherwise Tih = 0 indicates

that the patient is discharged but not transferred. As before, cih ∈ {c0, c1, c2} denote

the case complexity of patient i which is constructed based on the Charlson comorbidity

score, and wh ∈ {w1, w2, w3, w4} is the capacity utilization level defined in four discrete

categories. Omitting the time subscript, we postulate that

Pr(Tih = 1 | Xih) = g(vih, cih, wh, Zih), (13)

where vih is the patient type (public or private) of patient i and Zih is other relevant

characteristics of patient i such as gender and age. We focus on the interaction between

cih, vih and wh.

Note that vih now denotes patient type, not hospital type. As mentioned earlier, patients

with private health insurance can elect to be admitted into public hospitals as private

4A third possibility, that the patient died in hospital, is not considered since the sample excludes
patients who died.
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patients. For patients in private hospitals, patient type and hospital type are synony-

mous since private hospitals only admit private patients.5 This consideration rules out

hospital fixed effects estimation, since all within-hospital variations are accounted for by

public hospitals which admit both private and public patients. We perform a subgroup

analysis of public hospitals that admit both public and private patients and discuss the

results in the next subsection.

For the estimation of (13) using the full sample, we specify a logistic model with in-

teractions between patient type, complexity, and capacity utilization. Marginal effects

of these three variables are summarized in Table 3. A complete listing of coefficient

estimates and standard errors can be found in Appendix B. As an alternative, a linear

form is also estimated; results are similar and are included in Appendix B.

Table 3: Marginal effects, logistic estimation

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih) Marg. eff. std. err. p-val

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex (c0))
Low complexity (c1) 0.0054 0.00032 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) 0.0098 0.00050 p <0.001

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.0065 0.00036 p <0.001
w3 0.0076 0.00038 p <0.001
w4 0.0076 0.00041 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: public patient) -0.0155 0.00024 p <0.001

No. observations 4,755,427
Note: Standard errors are obtained using the delta method.

We make three observations from Table 3. First, complex patients are more likely to be

transferred compared to non-complex patients, and among complex patients, patients

with high complexity are almost twice as likely to be transferred compared to patients

with low complexity. Second, transfers become more likely relative to discharges as

capacity utilization increases, although the increases in probability appear to plateau

at very high capacity utilization. Third, unconditional on patient complexity, private

patients are less likely to be transferred than public patients.

5In some special cases public patients were admitted to private hospitals under some special arrange-
ments but these cases are rare and were dropped from the sample.
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We next examine whether complex patients are more likely to be transferred as capac-

ity utilization rises, and whether there are any differences between public and private

patients. We use the estimated model to compute the difference in predicted transfer

probabilities of high complexity versus non-complex patients, i.e., Pr(Tih = 1 | cih =

c2, Zih)−Pr(Tih = 1 | cih = c0, Zih) for all patients and separately for public and private

patients. The results are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3(a) shows the change in the difference in predicted transfer probabilities between

high complexity and non-complex patients as capacity utilization rises—high complexity

patients on average become increasingly more likely to get transferred at higher levels of

capacity utilization. Further, Figure 3(b) shows that, among high complexity patients,

private patients are more likely to be transferred than public patients. There is some

evidence that, for both public and private patients, the transfer probabilities of high

complexity patients are increasing as capacity utilization rises. However, the gap be-

tween the public and private patients appears to be unchanged as capacity utilization

rises. The results are consistent with the theoretical predictions H1 but only partially

supportive of H2—although we find private patients facing higher transfer probabili-

ties than public patients, the discrepancy does not appear to increase with capacity

utilization.

(a) All patients (b) Private vs public patients

Figure 3: Difference in predicted transfer probability between high complexity and non-
complex patients
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3.4 Public and private patients in public hospitals

We carry out a subgroup analysis focusing on public hospitals that admit both public

and private patients. Since they admit both public and private patients, we are able to

employ fixed effects estimation while keeping patient type dummies in the estimation.

Hospitals in this group are assumed to wear two hats—profit-maximizing when admitting

private patients and social welfare maximizing when admitting public patients. However,

there could be complex interactions between the two motives. The theoretical model in

Section 2 does not account for the fact that public hospitals can and do admit private

patients. A possible extension to accommodate this possibility is to let there be two

managers or decision makers, one is in charge of private patients and the other is in

charge of public patients. The former is profit maximizing while the latter welfare

maximizing. They share a common capacity K and as such, entails spill-over effects.

Relative to the case of complete internalization, we expect that each manager will have

a smaller incentive to transfer his/her own hard patients, because the future ‘cost’ of

reaching full capacity is partially borne by the other manager. However, we still expect

that each manager will transfer more hard patients as capacity utilization rises. A sketch

of the model and its solution can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4 presents the estimated marginal effects of logistic estimation for public and

private patients in public hospitals. The results are much similar to those from the full

sample. Complex patients are more likely to be transferred, and transfers are more likely

as capacity utilization rises. However, there is one exception. The marginal effect of

private patients, which was negative under the full sample, turns out to be positive and

significant. This suggests that private patients in public hospitals are more likely to get

transferred than public patients.

Figure 4 shows, for patients in the subsample, the difference in predicted transfer proba-

bilities between high complexity and non-complex patients. Results are similar to those

from the full sample. The left panel shows that the predicted transfer probability is ris-
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Table 4: Marginal effects, logistic estimation, public and private patients in public
hospitals

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih) Marg. eff. std. err. p-val

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex (c0))
Low complexity (c1) 0.0054 0.00043 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) 0.0078 0.00063 p <0.001

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.0015 0.00060 0.014
w3 0.0024 0.00064 p <0.001
w4 0.0030 0.00068 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: public patient) 0.0090 0.00053 p <0.001

No. observations 3,112,341
Note: Standard errors are obtained using the delta method.

ing with capacity utilization while the right panel shows that the transfer probability of

private patients is higher than that of public patients. Unlike the case of the full sample,

here as capacity utilization rises, the discrepancy between the predicted probabilities for

private and public patients appears to diverge.

(a) All patients (b) Public vs private patients

Figure 4: Difference in predicted transfer probabilities between high complexity and
non-complex patients, patients in public hospitals

4 Concluding Remarks

This study examines cream skimming in a model of hospital transfers. In the model,

the desire to optimize the use of limited capacity drives cream skimming. The model
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predicts that, to maximize social welfare, public hospitals would also transfer complex

patients to free up limited capacity, whereas private hospitals have a stronger incentive

to do so due to their profit motives. We show that cream skimming leads to the following

testable predictions. First, complex patients are more likely to be transferred relative to

non-complex patients as capacity utilization rises. Second, private hospitals are strictly

more likely to transfer complex patients (relative to non-complex patients) than public

hospitals, and this discrepancy tends to rise with capacity utilization.

The empirical analysis tests the theoretical predictions from two perspectives using hos-

pital administrative data from Australia. The hospital level analysis examines the weekly

transfers from public and private hospitals of complex relative to non-complex patients.

Next, transfers at the patient level is examined by relating the probability of trans-

fers (v́ıs-a-v́ıs discharges) to patient complexity, capacity utilization and private patient

status, while allowing for additional patient and hospital characteristics. Overall the

empirical results lend support to the theoretical predictions of cream skimming in Aus-

tralia’s hospital system, which is characterized by a mix of public and private sector

participation.

This paper contributes to the theoretical and empirical literature on cream skimming,

and to the broader literature on how financial incentives affect the behavior of health

care providers. Our results have implications for countries aiming to increase private

sector participation in the health care markets. Constraints in public sector budgets

coupled with rapidly rising health care costs have prompted many countries to look to

the private market. In the UK, market-based reforms were introduced in the mid 2000s to

improve competition by allowing patients to choose their hospital care providers, and by

providing information on the quality (e.g., risk-adjusted mortality rates, waiting times,

etc.) of providers (Gaynor et al. 2013; Gaynor et al. 2017). Competition for patients has

resulted in new entries of for-profit surgical centres. Although efficiency may improve

from greater private participation (e.g., Siciliani et al. 2013), the potential of cream

skimming has also increased, which could erode the gain from private sector involvement
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by leaving public hospitals with increasingly sicker and costlier mix of patients (Cooper

et al. 2018).

For Australia’s mixed public-private hospital system, cream skimming has long been

a policy concern (O’Loughlin 2002). The Australian government has for many years

been subsidizing private hospital insurance with a purported aim of encouraging private

hospital admissions to alleviate the pressure on public hospitals. However, the likelihood

of cream skimming means that private hospitals get to enjoy higher profits while public

hospitals are likely to be saddled with complex and difficult to treat patients, worsening

the financial situation of the public sector.
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Appendix A

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. If zt+1 > K−x̃t+nht , then by the laws of motion we have xht+1 = (1−θh)xht −nht +
ph(K−x̃t+nht ) = (1−θh)xht +ph(K−x̃t)−penht and xet+1 = (1−θe)xet +pe(K−x̃t+nht ) =

(1− θe)xet + pe(K − x̃t) + pen
h
t . Thus

∂xht+1

∂nh
t

= −pe and
∂xet+1

∂nh
t

= pe. If zt+1 ≤ K − x̃t +nht ,

then xht+1 = (1− θh)xht − nht + zht+1 and xet+1 = (1− θe)xet + zet+1. Thus
∂xht+1

∂nh
t

= −1 and
∂xet+1

∂nh
t

= 0.

Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. Note that both dEV

dnh
t

and dC
dnh

t
are continuous in nht , and d2EV

d(nh
t )2

< 0 and d2C
d(nh

t )2
≥

0. If dEV
dnh

t
|nh

t =0 < dC
dnh

t
|nh

t =0, then nh∗t = 0. If dEV
dnh

t
|nh

t =xht
> dC

dnh
t
|nh

t =xht
, then nh∗t = xht .

Otherwise, there exists a unique xht > nh∗t > 0 such that dEV
dnh

t
|nh∗

t
= dC

dnh
t
|nh∗

t
.

Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. We will show that the marginal future value, dEV

dnh
t

, increases as xet or xht increases.

Once this is established, it follows that nh∗t is an increasing function of xet and xht because
the marginal cost does not depend on xet and xht . From (9) and (10) and Lemma 1,
the only channel by which xet and xht can affect dEV

dnh
t

is via affecting the integration

space A(nht ;x
e
t , x

h
t ). The integrands do not depend on xet and xht because the derivatives

∂V
∂xet+1

, ∂V
∂xht+1

,
∂xet+1

∂nh
t
,
∂xht+1

∂nh
t

are not functions of xet and xht . By the definition of A(.) and

assumption A1, ∂A
∂xht

> ∂A
∂xet

> 0. Thus, ∂
∂xht

(dEV
dnh

t
) > ∂

∂xet
(dEV
dnh

t
) > 0. It follows that

dnh∗
t

dxt
,
dnh∗

t

dxht
,
dnh∗

t

dxet
≥ 0. When nh∗t is an interior solution, the first order condition in (8)

implies that
dnh∗

t

dxt
,
dnh∗

t

dxht
,
dnh∗

t

dxet
> 0 and

dnh∗
t

dxht
>

dnh∗
t

dxet
.

Proof of Corollary 1
Proof. The profit and social welfare functions can be rescaled as πeθe

πhθh
xet +xht and θe

θh
xet +

xht , respectively. The rescaling does not affect the optimal patient transfer decisions, as
is evident from the value function in (7) and the marginal future value in (10). Because
πeθe

πhθh
> θe

θh
, the marginal future value of transferring hard patients is larger in the private

hospital than the public hospital, all else being equal (the integrand ∂V
∂xet+1

− ∂V
∂xht+1

is

larger in the private hospital). Therefore, C1.1 follows in a similar argument to that in
Proposition 2. Next, C1.2 follows directly from Proposition 2.
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Appendix B (Supplementary material)

B1 Patient level analysis, coefficient estimates and

standard errors

This section presents a listing of coefficient estimates and standard errors of the patient
level models estimated under the logistic and linear specifications. Table B1 shows the
estimation results using the full sample, while results from the subgroup of patients from
public hospitals are shown in Table B2.

Full sample: Logistic and linear models

Table B1: Logistic and linear models, full sample estimation

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih = 0 or 1) Logistic Linear
Coeff. Std. err. p-val Coeff. Std. err. p-val

Age Group (Ref: 45 or below)
Age 46 to 55 0.2439 0.0093 p <0.001 0.0078 0.0004 p <0.001
Age 56 to 65 0.4203 0.0088 p <0.001 0.0142 0.0004 p <0.001
Age 66 to 75 0.7107 0.0082 p <0.001 0.0308 0.0004 p <0.001
Age 76 to 85 0.9883 0.0080 p <0.001 0.0569 0.0004 p <0.001
Age 86 or above 0.9980 0.0096 p <0.001 0.0660 0.0005 p <0.001

Male (Ref: Female) -0.0875 0.0048 p <0.001 -0.0075 0.0002 p <0.001
Marital Status (Ref: Never married)

Married or de facto -0.0844 0.0050 p <0.001 -0.0035 0.0002 p <0.001
Divorced or separated -0.0321 0.0088 p <0.001 -0.0011 0.0004 0.014

SEIFA index decile (Ref: 1st decile)
2nd decile -0.2957 0.0175 p <0.001 -0.0131 0.0008 p <0.001
3rd decile 0.0856 0.0134 p <0.001 0.0038 0.0006 p <0.001
4th decile -0.2781 0.0155 p <0.001 -0.0122 0.0007 p <0.001
5th decile -0.3275 0.0137 p <0.001 -0.0131 0.0006 p <0.001
6th decile -0.4801 0.0137 p <0.001 -0.0173 0.0006 p <0.001
7th decile 0.1522 0.0118 p <0.001 0.0074 0.0006 p <0.001
8th decile 0.2982 0.0119 p <0.001 0.0153 0.0006 p <0.001
9th decile 0.0444 0.0123 p <0.001 0.0020 0.0006 p <0.001
10th decile 0.2353 0.0123 p <0.001 0.0097 0.0006 p <0.001

Capacity utilization (Ref: w1)
w2 0.1253 0.0126 p <0.001 0.0042 0.0005 p <0.001
w3 0.1144 0.0127 p <0.001 0.0039 0.0005 p <0.001
w4 0.1046 0.0134 p <0.001 0.0035 0.0006 p <0.001

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex, c0)
Low comlexity (c1) -0.0233 0.0226 0.302 -0.0057 0.0012 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) -0.1483 0.0389 p <0.001 -0.0161 0.0022 p <0.001

Capacity utilization × Complexity (Ref: w1 × c0)
w2 × c1 0.0874 0.0249 p <0.001 0.0144 0.0013 p <0.001

. . . continued on next page
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Table B1 . . . continued from previous page
Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih = 0 or 1) Logistic Linear

Coeff. Std. err. p-val Coeff. Std. err. p-val
w2 × c2 0.1522 0.0427 p <0.001 0.0224 0.0025 p <0.001
w3 × c1 0.0766 0.0242 0.002 0.0164 0.0013 p <0.001
w3 × c2 0.2662 0.0412 p <0.001 0.0381 0.0024 p <0.001
w4 × c1 0.0721 0.0249 0.004 0.0167 0.0013 p <0.001
w4 × c2 0.2584 0.0420 p <0.001 0.0378 0.0025 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: Public patient) -0.5655 0.0162 p <0.001 -0.0141 0.0006 p <0.001
Capacity utilization × Private patient (Ref: w1× Public patient)
w2× Private patient 0.0321 0.0186 0.084 -0.0015 0.0007 0.030
w3× Private patient 0.1377 0.0193 p <0.001 0.0000 0.0007 0.999
w4× Private patient 0.1789 0.0212 p <0.001 0.0006 0.0008 0.447

Patient complexity × Private patient (Ref: c0× Public patient)
c1× Private patient 0.3848 0.0336 p <0.001 0.0082 0.0015 p <0.001
c2× Private patient 0.7323 0.0575 p <0.001 0.0277 0.0029 p <0.001

Capacity utilization × Complexity × Private patient (Ref: w1 × c0× Public)
w2 × c1× Private patient -0.1520 0.0395 p <0.001 -0.0125 0.0018 p <0.001
w2 × c2× Private patient -0.2213 0.0667 0.001 -0.0175 0.0035 p <0.001
w3 × c1× Private patient -0.1446 0.0402 p <0.001 -0.0103 0.0019 p <0.001
w3 × c2× Private patient -0.2451 0.0662 p <0.001 -0.0173 0.0035 p <0.001
w4 × c1× Private patient -0.1189 0.0432 0.006 -0.0074 0.0021 p <0.001
w4 × c2× Private patient -0.2367 0.0698 0.001 -0.0118 0.0038 0.002

Stock of non-complex patients 0.2596 0.0051 p <0.001 0.0143 0.0003 p <0.001
Stock of high complexity patients -0.1280 0.0034 p <0.001 -0.0063 0.0002 p <0.001
Admitted via ED (Ref: Not admitted via ED) 0.9120 0.0073 p <0.001 0.0467 0.0003 p <0.001
Month of separation (Ref: Jan)

Feb -0.0665 0.0113 p <0.001 -0.0035 0.0005 p <0.001
Mar -0.0650 0.0110 p <0.001 -0.0035 0.0005 p <0.001
Apr -0.0828 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0040 0.0005 p <0.001
May -0.0676 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0035 0.0005 p <0.001
Jun -0.1023 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0049 0.0005 p <0.001
Jul -0.0574 0.0110 p <0.001 -0.0027 0.0005 p <0.001
Aug -0.0869 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0039 0.0005 p <0.001
Sep -0.0770 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0037 0.0005 p <0.001
Oct -0.0842 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0041 0.0005 p <0.001
Nov -0.0840 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0042 0.0005 p <0.001
Dec -0.1137 0.0111 p <0.001 -0.0058 0.0005 p <0.001

Day of separation (Ref: Mon)
Tue 0.0435 0.0097 p <0.001 0.0017 0.0004 p <0.001
Wed 0.0822 0.0096 p <0.001 0.0046 0.0004 p <0.001
Thu 0.1003 0.0096 p <0.001 0.0058 0.0004 p <0.001
Fri 0.1338 0.0096 p <0.001 0.0073 0.0004 p <0.001
Sat 0.0578 0.0095 p <0.001 0.0040 0.0004 p <0.001
Sun -0.1260 0.0107 p <0.001 -0.0028 0.0004 p <0.001

Constant -2.2525 0.0331 p <0.001 0.2578 0.0026 p <0.001
No. obs 4,755,427 4,755,427
Pseudo R2 / Adj. R2 0.21 0.11

Note: Included in the estimation but not shown are 206 three-digit DRG dummies and 12 financial year
dummies.
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Subgroup analysis: Patients in public hospitals

Table B2: Logistic and linear fixed effects models, patients in public hospitals

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih = 0 or 1) Logistic Linear
Coeff. Std. err. p-val Coeff. Std. err. p-val

Age Group (Ref: 45 or below)
Age 46 to 55 0.2691 0.0099 p <0.001 0.0108 0.0005 p <0.001
Age 56 to 65 0.4422 0.0095 p <0.001 0.0198 0.0005 p <0.001
Age 66 to 75 0.6613 0.0090 p <0.001 0.0354 0.0005 p <0.001
Age 76 to 85 0.8975 0.0088 p <0.001 0.0602 0.0005 p <0.001
Age 86 or above 0.9426 0.0105 p <0.001 0.0718 0.0007 p <0.001

Male (Ref: Female) -0.0242 0.0053 p <0.001 -0.0032 0.0003 p <0.001
Marital Status (Ref: Never married)

Married or de facto -0.0174 0.0056 0.002 -0.0006 0.0003 0.072
Divorced or separated -0.0240 0.0096 0.013 -0.0008 0.0005 0.138

SEIFA index decile (Ref: 1st decile)
2nd decile 0.3717 0.0260 p <0.001 0.0238 0.0014 p <0.001
3rd decile 0.2815 0.0177 p <0.001 0.0212 0.0010 p <0.001
4th decile 0.0600 0.0242 0.013 0.0091 0.0013 p <0.001
5th decile -0.0480 0.0185 0.010 0.0061 0.0010 p <0.001
6th decile 0.0693 0.0194 p <0.001 0.0087 0.0010 p <0.001
7th decile 0.0724 0.0143 p <0.001 0.0072 0.0008 p <0.001
8th decile 0.2466 0.0151 p <0.001 0.0202 0.0009 p <0.001
9th decile 0.1268 0.0154 p <0.001 0.0119 0.0009 p <0.001
10th decile 0.2981 0.0157 p <0.001 0.0237 0.0009 p <0.001

Capacity utilization (Ref: w1)
w2 -0.0234 0.0134 0.081 -0.0015 0.0006 0.019
w3 -0.0159 0.0138 0.249 -0.0022 0.0007 0.001
w4 -0.0006 0.0146 0.967 -0.0018 0.0007 0.010

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex, c0)
Low comlexity (c1) 0.0281 0.0233 0.228 -0.0060 0.0013 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) -0.1490 0.0398 p <0.001 -0.0215 0.0024 p <0.001

Capacity utilization × Complexity (Ref: w1 × c0)
w2 × c1 0.0850 0.0256 0.001 0.0122 0.0015 p <0.001
w2 × c2 0.2231 0.0435 p <0.001 0.0237 0.0027 p <0.001
w3 × c1 0.0768 0.0248 0.002 0.0151 0.0014 p <0.001
w3 × c2 0.3236 0.0420 p <0.001 0.0394 0.0026 p <0.001
w4 × c1 0.0746 0.0255 0.004 0.0158 0.0015 p <0.001
w4 × c2 0.3146 0.0428 p <0.001 0.0394 0.0027 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: Public patient) -0.0359 0.0387 0.354 -0.0049 0.0017 0.004
Capacity utilization × Private patient (Ref: w1× Public patient)
w2× Private patient 0.2301 0.0439 p <0.001 0.0135 0.0020 p <0.001
w3× Private patient 0.2124 0.0427 p <0.001 0.0153 0.0020 p <0.001
w4× Private patient 0.1725 0.0438 p <0.001 0.0129 0.0021 p <0.001

Patient complexity × Private patient (Ref: c0× Public patient)
c1× Private patient -0.0245 0.0734 0.739 -0.0056 0.0039 0.145
c2× Private patient 0.4355 0.1100 p <0.001 0.0302 0.0074 p <0.001

Capacity utilization × Complexity × Private patient (Ref: w1 × c0× Public)
w2 × c1× Private patient -0.1115 0.0831 0.180 -0.0015 0.0046 0.747
w2 × c2× Private patient -0.3493 0.1237 0.005 -0.0114 0.0085 0.177

. . . continued on next page
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Table B2 . . . continued from previous page
Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih = 0 or 1) Logistic Linear

Coeff. Std. err. p-val Coeff. Std. err. p-val
w3 × c1× Private patient 0.0054 0.0800 0.946 0.0067 0.0044 0.131
w3 × c2× Private patient -0.3071 0.1184 0.009 -0.0027 0.0081 0.738
w4 × c1× Private patient 0.0032 0.0818 0.969 0.0052 0.0046 0.259
w4 × c2× Private patient -0.2480 0.1204 0.039 -0.0011 0.0083 0.891

Stock of non-complex patients -0.1234 0.0172 p <0.001 -0.0039 0.0009 p <0.001
Stock of high complexity patients 0.1590 0.0138 p <0.001 0.0092 0.0008 p <0.001
Admitted via ED (Ref: Not admitted via ED) 0.9100 0.0095 p <0.001 0.0454 0.0005 p <0.001
Month of separation (Ref: Jan)

Feb -0.0006 0.0126 0.960 -0.0005 0.0007 0.523
Mar -0.0105 0.0123 0.396 -0.0010 0.0007 0.134
Apr -0.0363 0.0123 0.003 -0.0023 0.0007 0.001
May -0.0087 0.0124 0.482 -0.0009 0.0007 0.188
Jun -0.0624 0.0124 p <0.001 -0.0036 0.0007 p <0.001
Jul -0.0153 0.0123 0.212 -0.0011 0.0007 0.120
Aug -0.0331 0.0124 0.007 -0.0020 0.0007 0.005
Sep -0.0312 0.0124 0.012 -0.0020 0.0007 0.004
Oct -0.0262 0.0123 0.033 -0.0019 0.0007 0.007
Nov -0.0252 0.0124 0.042 -0.0017 0.0007 0.015
Dec -0.0587 0.0122 p <0.001 -0.0036 0.0007 p <0.001

Day of separation (Ref: Mon)
Tue -0.0522 0.0106 p <0.001 -0.0038 0.0006 p <0.001
Wed -0.0113 0.0105 0.283 -0.0007 0.0006 0.257
Thu 0.0231 0.0105 0.027 0.0016 0.0006 0.006
Fri 0.0538 0.0105 p <0.001 0.0035 0.0006 p <0.001
Sat -0.0264 0.0104 0.011 -0.0010 0.0006 0.072
Sun -0.0995 0.0116 p <0.001 -0.0042 0.0006 p <0.001

Constant -2.0913 0.2241 p <0.001 0.2476 0.0032 p <0.001
No. obs 3,112,341 3,112,341
Pseudo R2 / Adj. R2 0.21 0.10

Note: (i) Included in the estimation but not shown are 206 three-digit DRG dummies and 12 financial
year dummies.
(ii) Hospital fixed effects in logistic model estimated using least-squares dummy variable approach.
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Linear model: Marginal effects and predicted values

This section briefly outlines the results from the linear model using the full sample in
the patient level analysis. The marginal effects of the key variables, shown in Table B3,
are very similar to those from the logistic regression presented in Table 3. Using the
estimated model, we obtain the predicted transfer probabilities depicted in Figure B1.
The results correspond to those from the logistic regression shown Figure 3 and there is
little to distinguish the two sets of figures.

Table B3: Marginal effects, linear model

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih) Marg. eff. std. err. p-val

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex (c0))
Low complexity (c1) 0.0075 0.00037 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) 0.0168 0.00059 p <0.001

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.0057 0.00034 p <0.001
w3 0.0071 0.00037 p <0.001
w4 0.0071 0.00041 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: public patient) -0.0140 0.00025 p <0.001

No. observations 4,755,427
Note: Standard errors are obtained using the delta method.

(a) All patients (b) Private vs public patients

Figure B1: Difference in predicted transfer probability between high complexity and
non-complex patients, linear model
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B2 Models with eight capacity utilization categories

In estimating the base models, we define a discrete capacity utilization variable with four
categories of utilization levels. Here we divide capacity utilization into eight discrete
categories to verify the results are not dependent on the specific way of discretizing
capacity utilization in our data.

Define wh1, . . . , wh8 as binary variables, where

wh1 = 1 if V ≤ 0.70,

wh2 = 1 if V ∈ (0.70, 0.80],

wh3 = 1 if V ∈ (0.80, 0.85],

wh4 = 1 if V ∈ (0.85, 0.90],

wh5 = 1 if V ∈ (0.90, 0.925],

wh6 = 1 if V ∈ (0.925, 0.950],

wh7 = 1 if V ∈ (0.950, 0.975],

wh8 = 1 if V > 0.975;

otherwise whj = 0, j = 1, . . . , 8. We repeat both hospital and patient level analyses
using the capacity utilization variable with eight discrete levels.

Hospital level analysis

Table B4 shows the coefficient estimates and standard errors of the estimation where the
dependent variables are the difference in the number and proportion of high complexity
and non-complexity patients. Average predicted outcomes generated by the models are
shown in Figure B2. The results closely mimic those in the main body of the paper,
thus our findings are not dependent on specific values of the capacity utilization rates
chosen.
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Table B4: Hospital level regression results, eight capacity utilization levels

Dep variable Dh dh
Coeff. p-val Coeff. p-val

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.1721 p <0.001 -0.0025 0.009

(0.0468) (0.0009)
w3 0.4815 p <0.001 -0.0044 p <0.001

(0.0505) (0.0010)
w4 0.5161 p <0.001 -0.0042 p <0.001

(0.0478) (0.0010)
w5 0.4571 p <0.001 -0.0023 0.048

(0.0578) (0.0012)
w6 0.5031 p <0.001 -0.0022 0.067

(0.0595) (0.0012)
w7 0.5191 p <0.001 -0.0020 0.148

(0.0671) (0.0014)
w8 0.3289 p <0.001 -0.0015 0.285

(0.0714) (0.0014)
Private Hospital 0.4999 p <0.001 0.0019 0.047

(0.0475) (0.0010)
Private×Capacity utilization (Ref: Public×w1)

Private×w2 0.2960 p <0.001 0.0065 p <0.001
(0.0704) (0.0014)

Private×w3 0.1798 0.019 0.0091 p <0.001
(0.0766) (0.0015)

Private×w4 0.3704 p <0.001 0.0093 p <0.001
(0.0733) (0.0015)

Private×w5 0.5867 p <0.001 0.0091 p <0.001
(0.0938) (0.0019)

Private×w6 0.6943 p <0.001 0.0100 p <0.001
(0.1020) (0.0021)

Private×w7 0.6853 p <0.001 0.0098 p <0.001
(0.1214) (0.0024)

Private×w8 0.8477 p <0.001 0.0102 p <0.001
(0.1207) (0.0024)

Total non-complex patients (c0)# -2.7640 p <0.001 -0.0080 p <0.001
(0.0148) (0.0003)

Total high complexity patients (c2)# 0.1442 p <0.001 0.0025 p <0.001
(0.0103) (0.0002)

Constant 0.6084 p <0.001 -0.0101 p <0.001
(0.0469) (0.0009)

No. of observations 77,883 77,883
No. of hospitals 149 149
Adjusted R2 0.503 0.021

#Variable re-scaled by dividing by sample mean.
Included in the regressions but not shown are year dummies.
Figures in parentheses are standard errors.
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(a) Dep var: Dh, no clustering (b) Dep var: dh, no clustering

(c) Dep var: Dh, clustering by hospital (d) Dep var: dh, clustering by hospital

Figure B2: Average predicted outcomes, public versus private hospitals, eight capacity
utilization levels
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Patient level analysis

We repeat the patient level analysis using eight capacity utilization levels and summarize
the results here. Table B5 presents the marginal effect estimates of patient complexity,
capacity utilization and private patient status. The difference in predicted transfer
probabilities between high complexity and non-complex patients are shown in Figure B3.
We find that the results here closely follow those presented in the main body of the paper.

Table B5: Marginal effects, logistic estimation with eight capacity utilization levels

Dep. var.: Transfer (Tih) Marg. eff. std. err. p-val

Patient complexity (Ref: Non-complex (c0))
Low complexity (c1) 0.0054 0.00032 p <0.001
High complexity (c2) 0.0097 0.00050 p <0.001

Capacity utilization level (Ref: w1)
w2 0.0087 0.00062 p <0.001
w3 0.0115 0.00060 p <0.001
w4 0.0132 0.00056 p <0.001
w5 0.0140 0.00059 p <0.001
w6 0.0138 0.00059 p <0.001
w7 0.0140 0.00061 p <0.001
w8 0.0140 0.00064 p <0.001

Private patient (Ref: public patient) -0.0154 0.00024 p <0.001

No. observations 4,755,427
Note: Standard errors are obtained using the delta method.

(a) All patients (b) Private vs public patients

Figure B3: Difference in predicted transfer probability between high complexity and
non-complex patients, eight capacity utilization levels
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B3 A two-agent model of a public hospital with mixed

public and private patients

The hospital has two managers, v and b. Manager v is in charge of private patients,
and maximizes profit by deciding how many hard private patients to transfer (n

h(v)
t ) in

each period. Manager b is in charge of public patients; she maximizes social welfare by
deciding how many hard public patients to transfer (n

h(b)
t ) in each period. The hospital

has an overall capacity K. There are T periods.

Denote the stock of easy private (public) and hard private (public) patients by x
e(v)
t

(x
e(b)
t ) and x

h(v)
t (x

h(b)
t ), respectively. The hospital’s capacity constraint and the laws of

motion are:

x
e(v)
t + x

e(b)
t + x

h(v)
t + x

h(b)
t ≤ K (B14)

x
e(v)
t+1 = (1− θe)xe(v)

t + z̃
e(v)
t+1 (B15)

x
e(b)
t+1 = (1− θe)xe(b)t + z̃

e(b)
t+1 (B16)

x
h(v)
t+1 = (1− θh)xh(v)

t + z̃
h(v)
t+1 − n

h(v)
t (B17)

x
h(b)
t+1 = (1− θh)xh(b)

t + z̃
h(b)
t+1 − n

h(b)
t , (B18)

where θe > θh (see Assumption A1). Patient arrivals, which are potentially rationed,

are denoted by variables z̃
.(.)
t+1 (discussed below).6 Manager v’s objective is to maximize

profits. Her payoff in period t is:

πeθex
e(v)
t + πhθhx

h(v)
t − C(n

h(v)
t ), (B19)

where πe > πh (see Assumption A2). Manager b’s objective is to maximize welfare. Her
payoff in period t is:

πb(θex
e(b)
t + θhx

h(b)
t )− C(n

h(b)
t ), (B20)

where πb > 0. The cost function C(.) satisfies Assumption A3.

We consider the Markov strategies of each manager, κ
(v)
t , κ

(b)
t : χ → D, which are

mappings from the state space χ to the choice set D. For each manager, her continuation
strategy profile in period t is defined as her set of strategies from periods t to T . Their
profiles are denoted by κ

(v)+
t := {κ(v)

a }Ta=t and κ
(b)+
t := {κ(b)

a }Ta=t, respectively. Denote

the state variables by xt := (x
e(v)
t , x

e(b)
t , x

h(v)
t , x

h(b)
t ) and the raw patient arrivals by zt :=

(z
e(v)
t , z

e(b)
t , z

h(v)
t , z

h(b)
t ).

Given manager b’s continuation strategy profile, manager v’s value function is:

V
(v)
t (xt;κ

(b)+
t ) = max

n
h(v)
t

(
πeθex

e(v)
t + πhθhx

h(v)
t − C(n

h(v)
t ) + β

∫∫∫∫
zt+1

V
(v)
t+1(xt+1;κ

(b)+
t+1 )dF (zt+1)

)
.

(B21)

6As in Section 2, we assume proportional rationing when the capacity limit is reached.
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Given manager v’s continuation strategy profile, manager b’s value function is:

V
(b)
t (xt;κ

(v)+
t ) = max

n
h(b)
t

(
πb(θex

e(b)
t + θhx

h(b)
t )− C(n

h(b)
t ) + β

∫∫∫∫
zt+1

V
(b)
t+1(xt+1;κ

(v)+
t+1 )dF (zt+1)

)
.

(B22)

We assume that the total number of patient arrivals zt := z
e(v)
t +z

e(b)
t +z

h(v)
t +z

h(b)
t satisfies

Assumption A4, the number of easy and hard patient arrivals satisfy Assumption A5,

and half of the easy and hard patient arrivals are private patients, i.e.,
z
e(v)
t

z
e(v)
t +z

e(b)
t

=

z
h(v)
t

z
h(v)
t +z

h(b)
t

= 1
2
. Then, the only shock that needs to be integrated out is z.

The solution(s) of the model (κ
∗(v)+
1 , κ

∗(b)+
1 ) represents a Markov perfect equilibrium,

which is generally difficult to compute in a similar class of models. However, the following
key features of the model greatly simplify the solution: (1) the discharge rate (θ) between
private and public patients is the same given patient complexity, and (2) transfers made
by either party are “perfectly substitutable” in the sense that they have the same effect
on the aggregate stocks of hard and easy patients next period. Because the capacity limit
K is common, the expected future benefit of transferring patients now depends only on
these aggregate stocks next period and how close they are to K. As a result, keeping
the other party’s strategy profile fixed, a manager’s dynamic optimization problem is
no different than that given in Section 2. This allows us to use backward recursion to
compute the unique Markov perfect equilibrium of the model.7

We now discuss the intuition of the solution, which follows from mathematical induction.
Consider the problem in period t < T , given the optimal continuation strategy profiles
in t + 1 (κ

∗(v)+
t+1 , κ

∗(b)+
t+1 ). Denote the aggregate stock of hard patients by xht := x

h(v)
t +

x
h(b)
t . Denote the best response functions of manager v and b by n

∗h(v)
t (n

h(b)
t ;xht , ·) and

n
∗h(b)
t (n

h(v)
t ;xht , ·), respectively. To derive these functions, we proceed with the following

arguments: (#1) The optimal transfer by manager v, conditional on no transfer by

manager b, is given by n
∗h(v)
t (0;xht , ·). As in Propositions 1 and 2, it is strictly increasing

in xht beyond a threshold x
h(v)
t : n

∗h(v)
t (0;xht , ·) = 0 for xht < x

h(v)
t and 1 >

dn
∗h(v)
t (0;xht ,·)

dxht
> 0

for xht ≥ x
h(v)
t . (#2) Due to the property of perfect substitutability discussed above,

we have n
∗h(v)
t (q;xht , ·) = n

∗h(v)
t (0;xht − q, ·) for q ≥ 0. (#3) Similarly, for manager b,

n
∗h(b)
t (0;xht , ·) = 0 for xht < x

h(b)
t and 1 >

dn
∗h(b)
t (0;xht ,·)
dxht

> 0 for xht ≥ x
h(b)
t . We have

n
∗h(b)
t (q;xht , ·) = n

∗h(b)
t (0;xht − q, ·) for q ≥ 0. (#4) As in Corollary 1, the thresholds and

the slopes differ: x
h(v)
t < x

h(b)
t and

dn
∗h(v)
t (0;xht ,·)

dxht
≥ dn

∗h(b)
t (0;xht ,·)
dxht

. Thus, the best response

functions differ between both managers.

Figure B4 illustrates the solution. At stock level xht , line AB
′′

is the best response

7Note that in period T , no one will transfer patients under any state. The value functions are
computed accordingly and carried over to the decision problems in T − 1, and so on.
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function of manager v, while line A
′′
B is the best response function of manager b. Point

C represents the optimal action pair (n
∗h(b)
t , n

∗h(v)
t ) at stock level xht . When the stock is

increased to xht + 1, the best response functions are shifted outward to line A
′
B
′′′

and
line A

′′′
B
′
, respectively. The new solution is given by point C

′
.

Figure B4: Illustration of Markov perfect solution

The solution C satisfies the following properties:

1. n
∗h(v)
t > n

∗h(b)
t : Manager v transfers more hard patients than manager b. This

result is analogous to C1.1 in Corollary 1, which is based on the single-agent
model.

2. When the stock xht increases, both managers increase their transfers of hard pa-
tients. This result is analogous to C1.2 in Corollary 1.

3. When the stock xht increases, due to strategic interactions, each manager has an
incentive to free-ride on the increase in transfers by the other manager. Manager
v would have increased transfers by CC

′v if she took manager b’s decision as fixed.
Manager b would have increased transfers by CC

′b if she took manager v’s decision
as fixed.
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Proof of results. Assume that the best response functions are in linear form – AB
′′
:

nh(v) = a1− b1n
h(b); A

′′
B: nh(v) = a2− b2n

h(b), where a2 > a1. By arguments #1 and #3
above, 0 < b1,

1
b2
< 1 (i.e., b2 > 1 > b1 > 0). By argument #4, 1

b2
≤ b1 (i.e., b1b2 ≥ 1).

Proof of property 1: if OB = OA and OB
′′

= OA
′′
, then by symmetry, point C will lie

on the 45 degree line. However, by argument #4, OB < OA because n∗h(b)(0;xh, ·) <
n
∗h(v)
t (0;xh, ·) andOA

′′
< OB

′′
because xh−xh(b) < xh−xh(v). Therefore, the intersection

C must lie on the left of the 45 degree line.
Proof of property 2: By simple arithmetic, point C gives n∗h(b) = a2−a1

b2−b1 and n∗h(v) =
a1b2−a2b1
b2−b1 . When the stock increases from xht to xht + 1, the best response functions

become A
′
B
′′′

: nh(v) = a1 + b1 − b1n
h(b); A

′′′
B
′
: nh(v) = a2 + 1 − b2n

h(b) by arguments
#2 and #3. Point C

′
gives n∗∗h(b) = a2−a1

b2−b1 + 1−b1
b2−b1 = n∗h(b) + 1−b1

b2−b1 > n∗h(b). In addition,

n∗∗h(v) = a2 + 1− b2n
∗∗h(b) = n∗h(v) + 1− 1−b1

b2−b1 = n∗h(v) + b2−1
b2−b1 > n∗h(v).

Proof of property 3: this is evident from the positions of C, C
′
, C

′v and C
′b.
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